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travelers.
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Using This Guide

We invite you to use this magazine as a flexible teaching tool, ideal for providing 
interdisciplinary instruction of social studies and science content as well as core literacy 
concepts  Find practical advice for teaching individual articles or use a mini-unit that helps 
your students make cross-text connections as they integrate ideas and information   

READ INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES PAGES 4 – 12

Each article in this magazine is well-suited for teaching literacy concepts and content area knowledge  For each 

individual article in this guide, you’ll find the following:

Prepare to Read
CCSS Speaking and Listening 1, 2, 4

Writing/Speaking and Listening
CCSS Writing 1, 2, 3 & 6

CCSS Speaking and Listening 1, 2, 4

Content Concepts
C3 Framework for Social Studies 

Next Generation Science Standards

TEACH A MINI-UNIT PAGES 14 -16

Magazine articles can easily be grouped to make cross-text 

connections and comparisons  Our Mini-Unit allows students 

to read and discuss multiple articles and integrate ideas and 

information (CCSS Reading 9)  Discussing multiple articles 

(CCSS Reading 9) prepares students to write texts to share and 

publish in a variety of ways (CCSS Writing 2) 

Key Vocabulary 
CCSS Reading 4

ARTICLES

SOCIAL 
STUDIES

CORE 
LITERACY

Close Reading and Text Analysis
CCSS Reading 1-10

Essential Question
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Skills and Standards Overview

Essential Question: How has Austria’s history as a crossroads of Europe impacted its cultural 
development?

MAGAZINE  
ARTICLES

CORE CONTENT 
CONCEPT

LITERACY  
SKILLS

CORRESPONDING CCSS 
ANCHOR STANDARDS

Crossroads of Europe
Expository Nonfiction

Combinations of cultural and 
environmental characteristics 
make places similar and 
different 

• Close Reading
• Interpret Visual 

Information
• Evaluate Evidence
• Write a Diary Entry

Reading 1, 2, 3, 7 & 8
Writing 3

The Sounds of Austria’s 
Music
Expository Nonfiction

Cultural practices are affected 
by environmental and physical 
characteristics of places  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Text Features
• Analyze Author’s Point 

of View
• Give a Persuasive 

Speech

Reading 1, 3, 5 & 6
Speaking & Listening 4 & 6

Sacred Bones
Expository Nonfiction

A region’s predominant religion 
affects its customs and culture  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Analyze Text Structure
• Write an Editorial

Reading 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Writing 3

A Tour of Vienna
Expository Nonfiction

Human activities affect the 
cultural characteristics of 
places or regions  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Mood 
• Interpret Visual 

Information
• Research and Write a 

Persuasive Guidebook

Reading 1, 3, 4 & 7
Writing 1

Guten Appetit!
Expository Nonfiction

Patterns of food consumption 
are influenced by the resources 
of a region and the cultures 
with which a region interacts  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Evaluate Evidence
• Write a Legend

Reading 1, 2, 3, 4 & 8
Writing 3

Driving in the Clouds: The 
Glosslockner Road
Expository Nonfiction

Physical features of a place 
may inhibit or facilitate the 
movement of people and 
goods  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Author’s 

Purpose
• Interpret Visual 

Information
• Write a News Article

Reading 1, 2, 3, 6 & 7
Writing 2

In the Land of Skiers
Expository Nonfiction

Physical characteristics of a 
place affect the culture of the 
people living there  

• Close Reading
• Evaluate Author’s Tone
• Analyze Text Structure
• Present a Script

Reading 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Speaking & Listening 1 & 6

Let’s Speak German
Expository Nonfiction

Differences in language 
distinguish places from one 
another  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Text Structure
• Evaluate Evidence
• Present an Analysis

Reading 1, 3, 5 & 8
Speaking & Listening 6

Schnitzle, Schnotzle, and 
Schnootzle
Folktale/Play

Oral traditions reflect cultural 
elements of place  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Analyze Author’s Point 

of View
• Write a Play

Reading 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6
Writing 3

Comparing Texts: CCSS Reading 9

Mini-Unit: CCSS Reading 1, 2 & 3; CCSS Writing 2
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ARTICLE: Austria: Crossroads of Europe
Magazine pages 8-11, Expository Nonfiction    

WRITING 

Write a Diary Entry  Assume you are a Hapsburg daughter or son  You are about 

to be married, not for love, but for the good of the kingdom  Write a diary entry 

describing your feelings  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Cite evidence from the text explaining why Austria is called the “Crossroads of 

Europe ” Compare this to your prediction from Prepare to Read   CCSS Reading 8

•  Use the Cause/Multiple Effects graphic organizer (p  19) to analyze what 

happened in the aftermath of the Holy Roman Empire   CCSS Reading 3

• Compare and contrast Austria and America   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Interpret Visual Information  Identify the key geographic features 

represented in the photos accompanying the article  How do they help you 

understand the information?  CCSS Reading 7

• Evaluate Evidence  Even though the Holy Roman Empire ended long ago, 

locate evidence showing the lasting impact it had on Austria   CCSS Reading 8

PREPARE TO READ

Locate Austria on a world map  How would you describe its absolute and 

relative location? Predict why Austria is known as a “crossroads ” 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
affected its cultural 
development? 

KEY VOCABULARY
outpost (p. 8) a large military 

camp that is in another country or is 

far from a country’s center of activity 

assassinate (p. 9) to kill 

someone, usually for political reasons 

republic (p. 9) a country that is 

governed by elected representatives 

and an elected leader (such as a 

president) rather than by a king or queen 

Language Arts  Dialects of Austria’s 
German language developed because of 
a lack of movement over the Alps  Look 
at the English language  What creates 
dialects and variety in word usage? 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Combinations 
of cultural and environmental 
characteristics make places similar 
and different  

CORE CONTENT

Austria’s importance to Europe is tied to its location 

surrounding the Danube River  It was a cultural hub 

during the Holy Roman Empire  Two world wars may have 

changed the borders and governing system, but Austria 

remains proud of its heritage  

Le
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AUSTRIA: CROSSR OADS OF EUROPE 

Austria is only slightly larger than the state 

of South Carolina, but it was once the 

center of the largest and richest empire in all 

of continental Europe. The Celtic people were 

among its earliest known inhabitants, and they 

established an outpost on the Danube River 

around 400 B.C. The Danube, Europe’s second 

longest river, became an important highway 

for trade and travel. In 15 B.C., the Roman 

Empire claimed the land and controlled it 

until their empire collapsed around A.D. 400. 

Over the course of the next 800 years, many 

different ethnic groups ruled modern-day 

Austria. In 1273, Rudolf von Hapsburg took 

control of Austria’s territories. Hapsburg was 

the emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, a 

German monarchy that ruled much of central 

Europe. For the next 650 years, Austria was 

ruled by the Hapsburgs. Austria was prized 

because of its desirable central European river 

location. Because the main routes between 

Italy and northern Europe as well as between 

western and eastern Europe converged in 

Austria, the country was considered the 

crossroads of Europe.

The Hapsburgs expanded their power by 

arranging for their sons and daughters to marry 

members of other royal families throughout 

Europe. This allowed them to build alliances and 

expand their influence throughout the region. By 

the 1400s, their empire was the most powerful 

in all of central Europe. The royal family built 

ornate palaces in Austria’s capital city of Vienna 

where art and culture thrived. Austria’s wealthiest 

families and the world’s finest artists, architects, 

musicians, and composers flocked to the city. 

by Christine Graf

A parade makes its way down the streets of Salzburg. 

a99

AUSTRIA: CROSSR OADS OF EUROPE 
Austria was involved in a series of wars in 

the centuries that followed, and the Hapsburgs’ 

Holy Roman Empire gained more territory with 

each victory. It wasn’t until the beginning of 

the 19th century that the French army defeated 

Austrian forces and claimed much of their land. 

The defeat marked the end of the 1,000-year-

old Holy Roman Empire. Hapsburg Emperor 

Franz II abdicated his throne and renamed 

himself Francis I, Emperor of Austria. 

Political unrest, revolutions, and peasant 

uprisings threw Austria and all of Europe into 

chaos in the late 1800s.  Austria signed a treaty 

with Hungary that created Austria-Hungary, a 

huge territory that stretched across central and 

southern Europe.

In 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to 

the Austria-Hungary throne, was assassinated 

by a Serbian man. Austria-Hungary declared war 

on Serbia, and all of Europe became embroiled 

in World War I. After Austria-Hungary and their 

allies were defeated in 1918, the Austrian Empire 

was dissolved and the new republic of Austria 

was created. The 650-year Hapsburg rule of 

Austria was over.

Austria was in a state of chaos at the end of 

the war, and this made it easy for Adolph Hitler’s 

German army to seize control of the country in 

1938. World War II broke out the following year, 

and Austrians once again found themselves 

on the losing side of the war. After Hitler was 

defeated in 1945, Allied Forces restored Austria as 

an independent, democratic nation, but occupied 

the country for the next 10 years.   

by Christine Graf

Schönbrunn Palace is one of Vienna’s most popular spots. 
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ARTICLE: The Sound of Austria’s Music
Magazine pages 12-15, Expository Nonfiction    

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Give a Persuasive Speech  Have you ever considered working at a radio station? It’s 

time to work on your radio voice  Create and present a radio commercial convincing 

others they should listen to Austrian music  Be sure to cite details about Austrian 

music in your speech 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Why is yodeling an effective form of communication in the Alps? Why would a 

quarry have good acoustics?  CCSS Reading 1

•  Describe the relationship between the Hapsburgs and the development of 

music in Austria   CCSS Reading 3

• How does modern Austria benefit from its rich musical history?  CCSS Reading 1

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Text Features  How does the use of subheads organize the 

information? Turn each subhead into a question and then answer it to find the 

key details of the article   CCSS Reading 5

• Analyze Author’s Point of View  How does the author feel about Austria’s 

music, past vs  present? Cite evidence from the text to support your answer   
CCSS Reading 6

PREPARE TO READ

Show a clip from the movie “The Sound of Music ” Hypothesize why this movie 

(released in 1965) remains popular  Summarize what you know about music’s 

importance to individual cultures and to the global community  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development? 

KEY VOCABULARY
innovation (p. 13) a new idea, 

device, or method 

acoustics (p. 13) the qualities of 

a room (such as its shape or size) that 

make it easy or difficult for people 

inside to hear sounds clearly 

Music  Listen to a yodeling 
competition and classical music 
by Mozart, Beethoven, Strauss, or 
Shubert  Compare and contrast 
these types of music  What is their 
historical significance?

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Cultural practices 
are affected by environmental and 
physical characteristics of places  

CORE CONTENT

Austria’s culture has been greatly shaped by music  

Whether it was performed on the Alpine slopes by animal 

herders or by famous composers before royalty, Austria 

has gained a powerful foothold in musical history   
Le
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What do you think of when you think of 

music in Austria? You might think of 

classical composers, such as Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart. Or you might remember watching the 

movie The Sound of Music, which takes place 

in Austria. But there’s much more to Austria’s 

musical heritage than just those two things.

Little Old Lady, Who? 
One of the earliest types of music to come 

from Austria may not seem like music at all, 

but it is a type of singing: yodeling. Yodeling is 

a form of yelling that alternates in pitch from 

low to high. In Austria, it is called juchizn, and it 

was thought to have come from Alpine animal 

herders, who used yodeling to communicate 

or to call their animals to them. Other cultures 

around the world have forms of yelling like this, 

but the Alpine version became the most famous. 

There were even professional yodeling groups 

that performed in theaters and music halls. Even 

today, yodeling is often used in other kinds of 

music, including country music, pop rock, and 

indie songs.

Classical Connection
However, Austria is best known for the many 

famous classical composers who came from 

this country. In the 18th and 19th centuries, a 

powerful Austrian family called the Hapsburgs 

were famous patrons of the arts, and they drew 

many musicians to Vienna. Soon Vienna became 

The Sound of Austria’s Music

by Marcia Amidon Lusted

Julie Andrews is well 

known for her role in 

The Sound of Music. 
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known as a center for musical innovation and 

performance. Composers such as Wolfgang 

Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig Van Beethoven, 

Johann Strauss II, and Franz Shubert were 

born in Austria and became associated with 

Vienna. Some of these classical composers 

even used traditional Austrian folk songs or 

dances in their works, such as the Ländler and 

the polka. 

Opera in the Open Air
Opera has also been a popular music form in 

Austria, and it was not just wealthy Austrians 

who attended performances. Many popular 

classical composers also wrote operas, which 

regular citizens of Vienna flocked to hear, first at 

the famous Kärntnertortheater theater and then at 

the Court Opera on the Ring opera house, which 

is still a popular place to hear music. Even today, 

there are opera productions performed every 

year at the St. Margarethen Opera Festival in St. 

Margarethen, Burgenland. This festival takes place 

in a very unusual location: the rocky sandstone 

backdrop of the St. Margarethen quarry, which 

was used to quarry sandstone in the days of the 

Romans. It now serves as a stage for adult opera, a 

special Children’s Opera series of fairy tale stories, 

and also jazz and pop concerts. They all take place 

in the open air under the stars, taking advantage of 

the quarry’s unusual acoustics.

The Sound of Austria’s Music

Johann Strauss is 

immortalized in 

this sculpture 

in Vienna. 
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ARTICLE: Sacred Bones
Magazine pages 16-19, Expository Nonfiction     

WRITING 

Write an Editorial  In certain instances, science and religion seem to collide or even 

contradict each other  Examine the purposes of science and religion and express 

your opinion in a brief editorial on how they affect you as an individual and as a part 

of your culture  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Summarize the purposes (both religious and practical) of the ossuaries    

CCSS Reading 2

•  Why were ossuaries common throughout central Europe and South America? 

How do we know this? Make inferences   CCSS Reading 1

• Use a Venn diagram to compare/contrast how people viewed ossuaries in the 

12th-18th centuries with how they are viewed today   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  Reread the bottom of page 16 where examples of the 

quotes carved into ossuary walls are mentioned  What tone/mood did the 

carvers create? Why?  CCSS Reading 4

• Analyze Text Structure  What text structure does the author use? Is this an 

effective way of discussing the practice of constructing ossuaries? Why or 

why not?  CCSS Reading 5

PREPARE TO READ

Summarize what you know about burial customs and traditions  Discuss how 

they vary by culture and place  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?   

KEY VOCABULARY
crypt (p. 16) a room under a 

church in which people are buried 

catacombs (p. 16) an 

underground place where people are 

buried

exhume (p. 17) to remove (a 

body) from the place where it is 

buried 

martyr (p. 18) a person who is 

killed or who suffers greatly for a 

religion, cause, etc 

Science  Conduct research to find 
out why scientists study bones and 
which ones, in particular, can reveal 
the most about a person’s past  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  A region’s 
predominant religion affects its 
customs and culture  

CORE CONTENT

People often think of cemeteries as a final resting place, 

but during a time when cremation was frowned upon 

and cemetery plots were in short supply, the practice 

of exhuming bones and placing them in ossuaries was 

common  You can still visit an ossuary at Hallstatt Charnel 

House where scientists conduct genetic research  Le
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Cemeteries have always been final resting 

places for the deceased. Or have they? For 

hundreds of years, cemetery plots in Austria 

were rented, and bones were removed from 

graves after bodies had fully decomposed. 

Cemetery space was limited, and there simply 

wasn’t enough room to bury generations of 

Austria’s dead.  

Austrians were buried in Catholic Church 

cemeteries throughout the country. When 

faced with the problem of what to do with 

bones that were removed from their graves, 

churches began putting them in ossuaries — 

structures that store human bones. Austrians 

call them beinhauses (bone houses), karners, or 

charnels.

Beginning in the 12th century, churches and 

monasteries throughout Austria used rooms, 

buildings, crypts, or subterranean chambers as 

ossuaries. Ossuaries were common throughout 

central Europe and South America and were 

used extensively by the Roman Catholic and 

SACRED BONES
by Christine Graf

Eastern Orthodox churches. One of the world’s 

largest ossuaries can be found in Paris where 

the city’s underground catacombs house the 

skeletal remains of six million of the country’s 

dead. As was usually the case, the bones in the 

Paris catacombs were not just heaped into piles 

— they were artfully arranged. Bones were used 

to construct altars, walls, and even chandeliers 

in some of the world’s more elaborate 

ossuaries.  

The idea of arranging bones into artistic 

displays may seem morbid in the modern age, 

but that was not the case at the time. Ossuaries 

— no matter how simple or how ornate — were 

considered sacred places where the dead  

were honored. They also served as reminders that 

life was temporary and death was permanent. The 

quotes that were carved into the walls of some 

ossuaries were intended to scare non-believers 

into converting. They included, “Today it is my turn, 

tomorrow it will be yours,” and “What you are now, 

we once were; what we are now, you shall be.” 

17

SACRED BONES
By the 19th century, Austria’s ossuaries 

began to gradually disappear. Modern 

civilizations started viewing the practice 

of exhuming bodies and displaying bones 

as barbaric and disrespectful to the dead. 

In addition, cremation was slowly being 

accepted by the Catholic Church. During 

earlier centuries, cremation was strictly 

forbidden.

Although ossuaries were once found all 

over Austria, they have virtually disappeared.  

Many were walled over and others were 

emptied of their bones. Only a few remain, 

the most well-known of which is Hallstatt 

Charnel House, a popular tourist destination. 

Located in a chapel on the grounds of 

Hallstatt’s parish church, it contains 1,200 

skulls and thousands of bones. Bones were 

cleaned and bleached in the sun before 

being arranged into neat piles stacked 

beneath shelves filled with skulls that date 

back as far as the 12th century. What makes 

this ossuary especially unique is the fact 

that 700 of its skulls have the names and 

dates of death of the deceased painted 

on them. They are also decorated with 

crosses, laurels, roses, and other designs. 

Although no one knows why the tradition 

of painting skulls began in Hallstatt around 

1720, anthropologists are grateful it was 

done. They recently studied the skulls 

to determine the effect of genetics on 

the evolution of the human skull. These 

scientists compared the names on the skulls 

to the genealogical records that the church 

has maintained for centuries. This allowed 

them to identify skulls that belonged to 

several generations of the same family.    

Although there are few ossuaries in 

modern-day Austria, that doesn’t mean 

there aren’t plenty of bones on display 

throughout the country. Bones that 

Would you visit an ossuary? The most well known in 

Austria is Hallstatt Charnel House. 
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ARTICLE: A Tour of Vienna
Magazine pages 22-25, Expository Nonfiction     

WRITING

Research and Write a Persuasive Guidebook  Conduct short research into one of 

the sites mentioned  Using this information, write a guidebook that attempts to 

convince visitors the site is the most spectacular one to go to while visiting Vienna 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Use details from the article to complete the Tour of Vienna graphic organizer 

(p  20)   CCSS Reading 1

•  What is the main idea of this article? What details support the main idea?   

CCSS Reading 2

• The author states, “No trip to Austria would be complete without a visit to the 

country’s capital, Vienna ” Infer why the author feels this way  Support your 

inference with evidence from the article   CCSS Reading 1

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Mood  What mood does the author create in the introductory 

paragraph? What words or phrases contributed to creating the mood?  

CCSS Reading 4

• Interpret Visual Information  What specific details in the text are shown in 

the images?  CCSS Reading 7

PREPARE TO READ

Brainstorm a list of places (where you live) that offer unique points of view  

Think high, think low, and everything in between  Hypothesize why places look 

different depending on the angle involved  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?  

KEY VOCABULARY
luxury (p. 23) a condition or 

situation of great comfort, ease, and 

wealth

gourmet (p. 23) a person who 

enjoys and knows a lot about good 

food and wine 

boulevard (p. 24) a wide and 

usually important street that often has 

trees, grass, or flowers planted down 

its center or along its sides 

Math Use a printable map of Vienna 
to calculate the distances between the 
attractions mentioned in the article  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Human activities 
affect the cultural characteristics of 
places or regions  

CORE CONTENT

From a Hapsburg palace to modern transportation zipping 

around the Ringstrasse, Austria’s capital city, Vienna, has 

something for everyone   along with views from virtually 

every angle  
Le
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No trip to Austria would be complete without a visit to the country’s capital, Vienna. The city is remembered for 

many of the famous people who spent time there, including the musicians Beethoven and Mozart and the 

psychiatrist Sigmund Freud. But Vienna is also filled with great places to visit, no matter what you like to do. Parks, 

museums, zoos, and even a Ferris wheel are all part of Vienna’s attractions! Here’s a quick tour of Vienna’s most 

famous sights:

    A TOUR of Vienna

Schönbrunn Palace
Vienna has many beautiful palaces and government 

buildings, but one of the most interesting is the 

Schönbrunn Palace. Built by the Hapsburg family in 1642, 

it has many elaborately decorated rooms to explore. A 

six-year-old Wolfgang Mozart once gave a performance 

in the palace’s Hall of Mirrors, and even today the 

government of Austria uses the palace’s ballroom for 

formal state receptions. But the Schönbrunn Palace also 

includes many other great things to see: the Gloriette, with 

its observation platform 65 feet above the palace grounds, 

a huge greenhouse called the Palm House with many 

tropical plant species, a hedge maze that covers 18,640 

square feet and includes the 12 signs of the zodiac, and the 

Schönbrunn Zoo, with 500 animal species, considered to 

be one of the best zoos in the world and the oldest zoo in 

the world that’s still in existence.

            
      by Marcia     Amidon Lusted

The sun sets on Vienna.

The Palm House is the largest greenhouse of its kind in Europe. 

23

The Wiener Riesenrad
If you’re in the mood for outdoor fun, then don’t miss the Wiener Riesenrad, a giant Ferris wheel located 

in the Prater amusement park. The Ferris wheel, built in 1897, takes riders up to a 200-foot view of the 

city. Unlike smaller wheels, which have open seats, the giant Vienna Ferris wheel has enclosed cabins. 

There are even luxury cabins where riders can enjoy a gourmet dinner while rotating above the city. 

The Prater also includes many other rides and attractions, including a bungee jump, the Praterturm 

chair-o-plane, an indoor roller coaster, a skydiving wind tunnel, and Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum.

 of Vienna

The Danube Tower
For visitors who want an even higher 

view of Vienna, there is the 826-foot-

high Danube Tower, which overlooks 

Vienna’s Old City and the famous 

Vienna Woods. Built in 1964 for an 

international gardening show, the tower 

sits in a beautiful park with playgrounds 

and jogging paths. Express elevators 

carry visitors to the top of the tower in 

just 35 seconds, where they can enjoy 

the view or eat in the tower’s revolving 

restaurant.

The sun sets on Vienna.

You can take a ride 

more than 200 feet 

above the city on the 

Wiener Riesenrad. 

The Prater amusement 

park includes many thrilling 

attractions. 

The viewing deck of the 

Danube Tower is enclosed 

in glass so visitors can 

make the trip to the top in 

all manner of weather. 

After completing the Danube Tower, 

architect Professor Hannes Lintl oversaw the 

construction of towers in many other cities 

including Liverpool, England and Baghdad, Iraq. 
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ARTICLE: Guten Appetit!
Magazine pages 26-29, Expository Nonfiction     

WRITING

Write a Legend  Reread the legend of how coffee came to Austria on page 28  

Using this as an example, write your own legend of how a certain food came to 

America  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• The author states, “Eating your way around Austria is like traveling through the 

old Hapsburg Empire   ” Summarize the meaning of this   CCSS Reading 2

•  Create a T-chart of countries mentioned and the food they’ve contributed to 

Austrian cuisine   CCSS Reading 1

• Explore this relationship: America has been called a “melting pot ” How can the 

same be said of Austria   right down to its fondue pot?  CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  Make a list of words the author uses to appeal to your 

senses  What effect does this create? Why is their use necessary when writing 

about food?  CCSS Reading 4

• Evaluate Evidence  Consider the claim: Austrians are serious about their food 

and the people who prepare it  Locate evidence supporting this statement 

and determine whether the evidence is sufficient   CCSS Reading 8

PREPARE TO READ

Complete this phrase: As American as _____________  Discuss how food 

comes to represent a culture  Predict a list of foods that may represent 

Austrian culture  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?  

KEY VOCABULARY
simmer (p. 26) to cook something 

so that it is almost boiling for a certain 

period of time 

fondue (p. 26) a dish that people 

prepare by putting small pieces of 

food (such as bread, meat, or fruit) in 

a hot liquid 

purist (p. 27) a person who 

has very strong ideas about what 

is correct or acceptable and who 

usually opposes changes to traditional 

methods and practices 

Culinary Arts  Make the recipe on 
page 29 and “jazz it up” using the 
author’s suggestions  Don’t be afraid 
to come up with your own variation 
of the recipe  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies Patterns of food 
consumption are influenced by the 
resources of a region and the cultures 
with which a region interacts  

CORE CONTENT

Austrian cuisine can be described as hearty since meat 

and potatoes play a major role  But they also highly prize 

bakers and pastry chefs  Since Austria borders so many 

other countries, regional dishes are influenced by the 

cultures in close proximity  
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There’s no denying that traditional Austrian 

food is hearty, with its dumplings and 

stews, ‘krauts and potatoes. But it has lots 

more to offer than crisp apple streudels, 

schnitzel with noodles, or tiny tins of Vienna 

sausages! 

Two of Austria’s most beloved dishes are 

the wiener schnitzel and tafelspitz. Tafelspitz 

is considered the national dish. Hunks of 

beef are simmered in an aromatic broth 

alongside roasted potatoes, minced apples and 

horseradish — mmm! True or false — a wiener 

schnitzel is a hot dog? False! It’s actually a fried 

veal cutlet served with warm apple-bacon 

sauerkraut. If you want an all-beef frank, 

you’d better order a frankfurter! You can find 

plenty of those at your corner würzelstand. 

Looking for something cheesy? Pop into a 

local snack bar (imbissutbe) to sample bite-

sized leberknödels, a liver dumpling that looks 

like a meatball, or share a simple pot of cheese 

fondue.  If you’re looking for a nice sit-down 

meal, make reservations at a gasthäuser, where 

you can enjoy salads dressed in black pumpkin 

seed oil and schnitzelsemmel, breaded pork 

burgers served on Kaiser rolls. 

GUTEN APPETIT!
by Jennifer Buchet

Apple Strudel
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GUTEN APPETIT!
Eating your way around Austria is like 

traveling through the old Hapsburg Empire, with 

culinary influences from countless countries. In 

eastern Burgenland, you can take a bite out of 

Hungary and satisfy your kebab cravings at a 

döner kebab kiosk, or enjoy steaming bowls of 

gulasch, chunky meat and vegetable stew. Fresh 

off the Alpine slopes, you can plow into a bowl of 

käsespätzle, an Austrian spin on mac n’ cheese, 

or sup on leberknödelsuppe, a soup made with 

Germanic-inspired pork dumplings. You can 

definitely taste Italy’s impact in the south, where 

all kinds of noodles reign supreme in Carinthia 

and Styria. Try kasnudeln, an Austrian ravioli 

brimming with quark (fermented milk product) 

and mint or sample sweet kletzennudeln, 

noodles packed with pears and cheese.

A Sweet Empire
Austrians are passionate about their sweets. 

Pastry and desserts have become an art 

form, with apprenticeships often lasting three 

years! Step inside any konditorei and you’ll 

be dazzled by arrays of cookies and crepes, 

sugary dumplings, and marzipan masterpieces. 

Apfelstrudels are one of the most popular 

desserts. Thin layers of buttery pastry surround 

fruit fillings, usually a mixture of apple and 

raisins. Purists believe the pastry should be thin 

enough to read a book through! Nibble on a 

Nutella-smothered kiperfl, an Austrian croissant, 

or sample a slice of jam-filled Linzertorte, one 

of the oldest dessert recipes ever to be written 

down. If you’re a chocolate lover, make sure to 

treat yourself to a Sachertorte, a cake truly worth 

fighting for. 

In 1832, Prince Metternich was dining at the 

Sacher Hotel in Vienna. When the head chef 

became ill, his 16-year-old apprentice had to step 

in. Whipping up a little of this and a lot of that, he 

created the decadent sachertorte. In the 1960s, 

a rival hotel made the very same cake with 

Apple Strudel

Wiener Schnitzel

Kaffehaus

Doner Kebab Kiosk
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ARTICLE: Driving in the Clouds: The Grosslockner Road
Magazine pages 30-32, Expository Nonfiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Write a News Article  Use details from the article to write a news article describing 

the sights and wonders of the Grosslockner Road   

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Use details from the article to create a timeline of the Grosslockner    

CCSS Reading 1

• What is the main idea of this article? What details support the main idea?   
CCSS Reading 2

•  There were many causes that lead to the construction of the Grosslockner  Use 

the Multiple Causes graphic organizer (p  21) to find them   CCSS Reading 3 

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Author’s Purpose  Why did the author choose to write this article? 

What details from the text support your answer?  CCSS Reading 6

• Interpret Visual Information  How do the accompanying photos add to your 

understanding of the material? What additional details do they provide?  

CCSS Reading 7

PREPARE TO READ

Hypothesize why car racing (such as Nascar) is so popular, not just in the U S  

but worldwide  Predict how Austria’s physical geography might affect car 

racing there  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?  

KEY VOCABULARY
careen (p. 30) to go forward 

quickly without control 

alpine (p. 30) of or existing in 

high mountains, especially the Alps 

vintage (p. 31) used to describe 

something that is not new but that is 

valued because of its good condition, 

attractive design, etc 

Math  Compare Austria’s highest 
peak to those of other nations  Show 
the results in a bar graph  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Physical features of 
a place may inhibit or facilitate the 
movement of people and goods  

CORE CONTENT

The Grosslockner Road twists and turns for 30 miles 

throughout some of Austria’s most picturesque scenery  

From its early days as a trade route to today’s focus on 

tourism, this car trip provides an unparalleled experience  
Le
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In many action adventure movies, exciting car 

chases along high mountain roads, with elegant 

sports cars careening around tight corners with 

steep drop-offs and breathtaking views across 

mountain peaks keep moviegoers on the edge of 

their seats. These roads are not just Hollywood, 

however. If you visit Austria, you can take a drive 

on the Grossglockner Road and experience this 

very same kind of scenery . . . though let’s hope  

at a slower pace!

The Grossglockner is the world’s highest 

paved Alpine road, running 30 miles (48 km) 

through the Austrian provinces of Salzburg, Tyrol, 

and Carinthia and through the heart of Austria’s 

High Tauern National Park. The road includes 

curves, hairpin turns, and tunnels. Its highest 

point is the Edelweissspitze, 8,215 feet (2,504 

meters) high.  Here drivers can view the peak of 

Grossglockner Mountain, Austria’s highest peak, 

which gives the road its name. The road is open 

from early May through early November, until 

snow makes it inaccessible. The toll for traveling 

the road is about $40 US.

Traveling over the Hochter Pass through 

the Alps is not new. For more than 3,000 years, 

humans have used the pass as the shortest 

route from north to south. The Romans and 

the Celts walked the path across the mountains 

to trade goods such as spices, fabric, and 

gems from the south and metal and furs from 

the north. The pass was very dangerous for 

travel, however, because of the heavy snow 

and extreme cold. When construction on the 

Grossglockner Road began in 1930, construction 

workers unearthed many coins and fragments 

of statues from the Celts and Romans, often 

left as offerings to the gods on the mountain 

peaks to ensure safe passage. The road itself 

by Elizabeth Elkins 
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Fasten your seat belts! The Grossglockner is the world’s highest paved Alpine road. 
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was constructed to attract tourists to the region, 

as well as providing 4,000 much-needed 

construction jobs in the aftermath of World 

War I. The cost of the road was paid for by the 

Austrian government, to be repaid by the tolls 

generated by drivers who paid to travel on it. 

On August 30th, 1930, the first explosives were 

detonated to begin the road’s construction. The 

completed road opened in 1935.

On August 3, 1935, just one year after the 

first car traveled the Grossglockner, and one 

day after the road’s official opening, the first 

International Grossglockner Race (also called the 

Grossglockner Hill Climb) was held. Cars and 

motorcycles from all over the world competed 

in the race, which took place on a road that was 

mostly rolled sand and not completely paved. 

The race itself only covered a little more than 

nine miles (15 km) because of the limitations of 

cars at that time, but included 92 curves and 14 

hairpin turns. More races followed in 1938 and 

1939, but after World War II, there was too much 

tourist traffic on the Grossglockner to be able to 

close it during a weekend for any other races. 

However, since 2012 there have been annual 

vintage races, the Grossglockner Grand Prix, 

where cars from the 1930s climb the road in an 

event that commemorates the original races.

Driving on the Grossglockner doesn’t just 

mean traveling from one point to the other and 

enjoying beautiful views. There are playgrounds, 

museums, and exhibitions. Visitors can stop 

to enjoy gorgeous waterfalls or explore hiking 

trails. They can also see wildlife, such as golden 

eagles, ibexes, and marmots, in their own Alpine 

habitat. There is also a large visitors’ center, the 
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Fasten your seat belts! The Grossglockner is the world’s highest paved Alpine road. 

About 900,000 people travel along the Grossglockner each year. 
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ARTICLE: In the Land of Skiers
Magazine pages 34-37, Expository Nonfiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Present a Script  Assume you are a sports commentator  Your assignment is to 

cover the Streif  Write a script as if you were watching the event live  Then present 

your script to the class  What qualities make someone a good TV personality? 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

•  What can you infer from this sentence: “The ski season used to run from late 

November until April, but because of the erratic weather patterns that now 

take place, some places have shorter seasons while in others skiing can take 

place year ‘round ”  CCSS Reading 1 

• Summarize what you know about Austria and why it is a good host site for the 

Olympics  CCSS Reading 2

• Use details from the text to trace how skiing came to Austria   CCSS Reading 3 

Craft and Structure

• Evaluate Author’s Tone  Reread the author’s description of the Streif  How 

does the author create tone with the words chosen?  CCSS Reading 4 

• Analyze Text Structure  The chronological text structure traces the 

development of skiing as a sport  Rewrite the article in a problem/solution 

or cause/effect format  What information remains the same? What wording 

would change?  CCSS Reading 5

PREPARE TO READ

Now that the Rio Olympics are over, the Olympic focus shifts to the winter 

games  What are some of the main winter Olympic sports and what 

geographic features must host cities possess? 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?   

KEY VOCABULARY
inhabit (p. 34) to live in a place 

economy (p. 34) the process or 

system by which goods and services 

are produced, sold, and bought in a 

country or region 

compressions (p. 36) an area 

containing terrain that requires one to 

flex the knees and thighs in order to 

absorb a bump

Physical Education  Skiing involves 
cardiac endurance, stability, and 
strong leg and ab muscles  Plan a 
workout schedule to prepare you for 
hitting the slopes  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Physical 
characteristics of a place affect the 
culture of the people living there  

CORE CONTENT

Due to its mountainous geography, Austria is synonymous 

with skiing  Once a main mode of transportation, Austria 

saw the economic benefit of promoting skiing as a fun 

and healthy activity  Today, Austria boasts over 400 ski 

areas  
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Many Austrians feel that no one is a true 

citizen of their country unless he or she 

skis. And for a country defined by its many 

amazing mountains, skiing has been a way of 

life for hundreds — and maybe even thousands 

— of years.

Before people decided that skiing was 

something to do for fun, skis were used for 

transportation and work. The earliest skis 

found in Sweden are about 4,500 years old, 

and cave paintings show that the use of wide, 

short pieces of wood for getting around in the 

snow may have been used even longer ago 

than that. Skis were designed to help travelers 

and hunters stay on top of deep snow rather 

than sinking into it. For the first skiers, there 

was no difference between Alpine (downhill) 

skiing and Nordic (cross country) skiing: both 

types of skiing used the same equipment, with 

a boot that was held onto the ski at the toe, 

leaving the heel free to move. Only later did 

the two types of skiing evolve into different 

sports, with different boots and type of skis.

But around 1700, in Norway, skiing became 

a sport, something to do for fun. Soon skiing 

spread into Europe and then to Austria. 

Because Austria’s Alps had been inhabited for 

so long, ski lovers did not need to build new 

resort towns and ski areas. They simply shifted 

their economy to skiing, with both smaller 

by Marcia Amidon Lusted

In the Land of Skiers

Austria features many ski resorts including this one in Solden. 

34 35

and larger slopes to accommodate 

every level of skier. Austria has even 

hosted the Winter Olympic Games 

twice, in 1964 and 1976, in Innsbruck, 

partly because their country is so 

well-suited for winter sports such as 

skiing.

Today, there are many places to 

ski in Austria. The ski season used to 

run from late November until April, 

but because of the erratic weather 

patterns that now take place, some 

places have shorter seasons while 

in others skiing can take place year 

‘round. Some ski areas have valleys 

that actually connect with other 

valleys and ski areas through a series 

of trails, so that skiers may start in 

one area and end the day in a totally 

different place. Snowboarders also 

use Austria’s ski areas, and Innsbruck 

is known as the Snowboarding 

Capital of the World.

Austria is filled with great 

places to ski. In fact, it has more 

than 400 ski areas! With so many 

places to choose from, skiers can 

find a resort or ski area that best 

suits their skill level. Beginners go 

to Lech in Vorarlberg, or to many 

places in Tyrol, the Salzburg area, 

and in Styria and Carinthia. These 

are places where ski resorts not only 

have easier slopes, but also cater 

to the needs of families with young 

children. Intermediate skiers head to 

Ischgl, Kitzbühel, and Söll. Advanced 

level skiers go to areas south of 

Salzburg, around Badgastein or the 

Alberg region. The “skiing capital” of 

Austria is St. Anton, which is very 

popular with advanced skiers who 

A racer competes in a recent Streif, one of 

the most challenging ski races in the world. 

The ski season generally runs from late November to mid-April. 

Skiers of all abilities take to the slopes of Austria. 
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ARTICLE: Let’s Speak German!
Magazine pages 38-39, Expository Nonfiction     

WRITING

Present an Analysis  Many songs have a story behind them  Choose one of the 

following songs and research the meaning of the lyrics: “Ring Around the Rosie,” 

“London Bridge is Falling Down,” “Happy Birthday to You,” “The Star Spangled 

Banner,” or “O Holy Night ” Then give a short presentation where you present your 

analysis of the song to the class 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Infer why the author says, “It is a tourist destination so lots of people can help 

you if you don’t speak German ”  CCSS Reading 1

• How did the song “Silent Night” come to America? Draw conclusions    

CCSS Reading 1

•  Describe the relationship between German-speaking nations   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Text Structure  This author uses a comparison text structure  Explain 

why this is really the only way to convey this type of information    

CCSS Reading 5 

• Evaluate Evidence  Consider the claim: Many German and English words 

are closely related  Use details from the text to determine the sufficiency of 

evidence backing up this claim   CCSS Reading 8

PREPARE TO READ

Answer this riddle: What year of your life did you spend in a child’s garden? 

Answer: Kindergarten  Locate the countries of Germany, Liechtenstein, Belgium, 

Luxembourg, and Switzerland  Predict why they share a common language  

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?  

KEY VOCABULARY
repertoire (p. 39) all the things 

that a person is able to do

lyrics (p. 39) the words of a song

Language Arts Make a list of English 
words that have German roots  Form 
them into a dictionary page  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Differences in 
language distinguish places from  
one another  

CORE CONTENT

German is the official language of Austria  It is also the 

official language of several other European nations, so it’s 

helpful to be familiar with some basic phrases  
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German is the official language spoken in Austria. German 

is also an official language of Germany, Liechtenstein, 

Belgium, Luxembourg, and Switzerland. Austria is best known for 

its mountains, foods such as Wiener Schnitzel and Sachertorte, the 

movie The Sound of Music, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and music by 

composers Mozart and Bach, and skiing. It is a tourist destination so 

lots of people can help you if you don’t speak German. 

Here are some helpful phrases in German:

Guten Tag!  (gooten tak) — hello

Ja (ya) — yes

Nein (nine) — no

Bitte!  (bit-ah) — please

Danke!  (dank-ah) — thanks

Entschuldigung!  (ent-schul-di-gung) — Excuse me!

Sprechen Sie Englisch?  (sprechen zee eng-lish) — Do you speak English?

Auf Wiedersehen! (owf veederzane) — Goodbye!

Let’s Speak 
German!

by Cynthia Hodgdon

39

The song “Silent Night” was written in Austria. The church organ 

in a small village was kaputt (broken) and the author of the song 

needed to perform it that night in the church. He asked his 

friend to compose the music on his guitar and in a few hours, 

the song was completed. They were able to perform the song 

that very night and impressed many musicians in attendance 

who added the song to their repertoires. Soon the song spread 

through Europe. If you would like to sing it in German, here are 

the lyrics to the first verse:

Stille Nacht, heilige Nacht, 

alles schläft, einsam wacht

Nur das traute hoch heilige Paar. 

Holder Knabe im lockigen Haar.

Schlaf in himmlischer Ruh’, Schlaf in himmlischer Ruh’

 

Winter Words:

Winter (vinter) — winter

Dezember (De-tsember) — December

Januar (Yanuar) — January

Februar (Februar) — February

Kalt (kalt) — cold

Schnee (Shnay) — snow

Eis (ice) — ice

Es schneit (Es shnite) — It is snowing.

Der Schneemann (dare shnaymann) — the snowman

Der Schneeball (dare shnayball) — the snowball

Skilaufen (shee l-ow-fen) — to ski

Der Berg (dare Bār-g) — the mountain

Weihnachten (vynachten) — Christmas

Chanukkah (hanukah) — Hanukkah

FAST FACTS 

• PEZ candy comes from Austria. 

• Red Bull has its main headquarters in Austria.

Let’s Speak 
German!
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ARTICLE: Schnitzle, Schnotzle, and Schnootzle
Magazine pages 42-45, Folktale/Play     

WRITING

Write a Play Identify a folktale that you enjoy  Then write a play based on it that 

communicates the main theme of the folktale  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

•  Use details from the story to characterize the little man   CCSS Reading 1 

• What is the theme of the folktale? Support your idea with evidence from the text   

CCSS Reading 2 

• Describe the relationship between the cobbler and his neighbors  Why was there 

such a close relationship? What do we call an exchange of services such as those 

listed? Who benefits?  CCSS Reading 3 

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  The play does not list tone, only basic stage direction, 

but what tones would you use for characters based on the language and 

punctuation the author used?  CCSS Reading 4

• Analyze Point of View  What point of view did the boys’ father have on 

Christmas? What details from the play support your answer?  CCSS Reading 6

PREPARE TO READ

Summarize what you know about the Christmas holiday  Who celebrates it? 

What tales and traditions have come to be a part of the holiday? 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How has Austria’s history 
as a crossroads of Europe 
impacted its cultural 
development?   

KEY VOCABULARY
cobbler (p. 42) a person who 

makes or repairs shoes 

goblin (p. 45) an ugly and 

sometimes evil creature that likes to 

cause trouble 

Life Skills/Social Studies  Conduct 
a food or toy drive for needy families 
during this holiday season  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Social Studies  Oral traditions reflect 
cultural elements of place  

CORE CONTENT

A cobbler leaves his three boys home alone on Christmas 

Eve while he goes to work  A knock at the door presents a 

problem, since the boys disagree on whether or not to let 

the visitor in  The door is opened and a grumpy little man 

barges in  His rude manner disturbs the boys, but they 

suddenly have pockets full of Christmas treats! Le
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SCHNITZLE, SCHNOTZLE, AND SCHNOOTZLE:
RETOLD BY PAT BETTELEY • ILLUSTRATED BY JEAN KIM

42 

CHARACTERS:  Narrator 1, Narrator 2, Cobbler, Fritzel, Franzel, Hansel, Little Man

Narrator 1:  Many Christmases ago, a poor cobbler lived with his three sons, Fritzel, Franzel, and 

Hansel. His wife had died some years ago, and he struggled to feed his boys. In good times, the 

cobbler’s neighbors helped out in exchange for mending shoes: goat’s milk from the farmer, a loaf 

of crusty bread from the baker’s wife, and rich stew in a big pot from the butcher. The tasty stew 

was the family’s favorite.  Every time it was served, the cobbler would clap his hands together, 

saying,

Cobbler:  Today, boys, we have a good . . . Schnitzle, Schnotzle, and Schnootzle.

Narrator 1:  The boys laughed with glee as their father ladled out the lovely stew into each 

brimming bowl.  

Narrator 1:  But, there came a year when war raged in their land. No one had money to spend 

on mending shoes. By Christmas Eve, the boys waited with empty bellies for their father to come 

home.

Franzel:  I wonder what kind of Christmas we will have.

Hansel:  I just hope Father brings us something to eat.

      
      A

 CHRISTMAS EVE TALE BASED ON AN AUSTRIAN FOLKTALE
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SCHNITZLE, SCHNOTZLE, AND SCHNOOTZLE:

43

Cobbler:   (coming in door) Good news, boys. I have just heard that the inn is packed with 

soldiers. I am going there to see if the marching men need a little help with their shoes. Wait and 

see what I bring when I get back. Maybe a little . . . 

Fritzel, Franzel, Hansel:  Schnitzle, Schnotzle, and Schnootzle!

Cobbler:  Remember, you must keep the fire from going out, bolt the door, pull the quilt over 

yourselves, and do not let anybody in! (walks out front door)

Narrator 2:  The little boys huddled under the quilt by a small fire made from their last few logs. 

After a while, they heard a knock at the door, and a high squeaky voice calling, 

Little Man:  Open the door! Let me in!

Franzel:  We cannot let him in. Remember what Father told us.

Fritzel:  But look through the crack in the door. It is just a very small man no bigger than Hansel. 

His teeth are chattering and he is all a-shiver.

Franzel:  Do. Not. Open. That. Door.

Fritzel:  I have to. He is freezing. (opens door)

Narrator 2:  The strange little man pushed Fritzel aside and walked right into the room.  

A high-peaked hat sat a-top a large red face with a broad nose and a long red beard.

Little Man:  It took you long enough to answer. I see that you are 

hogging the fire and food for yourselves!

Narrator 2:  The little man looked meaningfully at the poor 

fire which was nearly out, and the empty table and shelves. 

Then he climbed right into the big straw bed with Franzel 

and Hansel.

Little Man:  The least you can do is let me warm up. 

Now, bring some food for a weary stranger.

Fritzel:  But we have no . . .

Little Man:  And bring another log for the fire.

Fritzel:  (climbing back into bed) We have no food, and no 

more logs.
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CROSS-TEXT CONNECTIONS

COMPARING TEXTS

SYNTHESIZE: Guide students to compare articles they read   Help students find the 
connections between pieces of information in multiple articles  Use prompts, such as the 
following examples, to have students work together to Integrate Ideas and Information 
(CCSS.Reading.9) 

•  How does the geography of a region impact movement? Read “Driving in the Clouds: 
The Grosslockner Road,” “Austria: Crossroads of Europe,” and “In the Land of Skiers” 
to construct a three-way Venn diagram 

• How is Austria similar to and different from other places on earth? Read multiple 
articles for information  Then write a comic strip with several characters interacting 
that stresses a similarity or a difference 

•  Communication takes many forms  Collect information from “Sacred Bones,” “The 
Sound of Austria’s Music,” and “Let’s Speak German” to learn about some of these 
forms  Then think of a different form of communication to relay what you learned (i e  
sign language, a secret code, a riddle, a poem, etc ) 

• Resources belonging to a country are extremely important, whether they are natural 
or man-made  Make connections between multiple articles to learn the importance 
of Austria’s natural resources and see how Austria’s most famous citizens have also 
become invaluable resources to the nation  Find online images (or draw pictures) of 
these resources and make a collage 

•  Oftentimes, cultures absorb characteristics of nearby cultures  Read multiple articles 
to find evidence of how Austria has done this   Then write a recipe showing how to 
mix these elements to become an Austrian 
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In this mini-unit, the entire class will work together to publish an edition of an Austrian 
newspaper called Zeitung! (That’s “newspaper” in German ) To this end, students will work 
individually as journalists to gather information for newsworthy stories 

EXPLORATORY LEARNING - FLEXIBLE MINI-UNIT DESIGN

MINI-UNIT

ENGAGE READ FOR A 
PURPOSE APPLY

ENGAGE: Engage students in the topic of Austria by exploring this graphic organizer. 
Note how the items listed around the circle are all interconnected—not in any particular 
order—but all are equally important. Discuss what students know about Austria and 
any of the five items listed on the graphic organizer. Then lead students to consider the 
Essential Question: How has Austria’s history as a crossroads of Europe impacted its 
cultural development? 

AUSTRIA

History 

Relative/Absolute 
Geography

Movement of 
People/ideas

Physical 
Geography

Climate
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READ FOR A PURPOSE

INTRODUCE THE ACTIVITY: ZEITUNG! Tell students that they will be working together 
as a class to produce a daily Austrian newspaper. However, students will work 
individually on articles of their choice. 

RETURN TO THE TEXT: Before students can begin working on their articles, they must 
first gather information. As a class, read “Austria: Crossroads of Europe” on page 8 
of the magazine. Then, based on student interest, guide them to choose additional 
articles under the following themes:

MINI-UNIT (cont )

TOURISM:

“In the Land of Skiers”

“Sacred Bones”

“A Tour of Vienna”

“Driving in the Clouds: The Grosslockner Road”

CULTURE:

“Let’s Speak German!”

“The Sound of Austria’s Music”

“Sacred Bones”

“Guten Appetit!”

GEOGRAPHY/HISTORY:

“Driving in the Clouds: The Grosslockner Road”

“In the Land of Skiers”

“The Sound of Austria’s Music”
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APPLY: ZEITUNG! In the Engage activity, students learned about the 
interconnectedness of five main features combining history and geography. Movement 
is a key theme of geography. With this newspaper, we will be focusing on the 
movement of ideas (and communicating them) from one place to another.

MINI-UNIT (cont )

STEP 1: GET STARTED Read multiple articles to gather information  Tell students to use 
the Synthesis graphic organizer (p  17) to take notes on the articles they read  Once they 
have finished, encourage them to choose a topic they would like to continue researching 
for their own article 

STEP 2: ORGANIZE Lead students in a discussion of newspaper departments  Students 
must choose which department of the newspaper they would like to cover  Choices 
include:

• World/National News

• Editorial

• Regional/Local News

• Travel/Food

• Outdoors/Sports

• Music/Arts/Entertainment

 STEP 3: RESEARCH Allow time for students to conduct additional research on their 
topics  As they research, students can complete the Who, What, Where, When graphic 
organizer (p  18) to begin outlining their article 

 STEP 4: WRITE As they complete their first drafts, encourage students to remember 
their audience and purpose based on the department they chose  Give them a length 
limit of 500 words 

STEP 5: REVISE Have students locate photos or illustrations to accompany their articles  
Then choose an appropriate attention-grabbing title 

STEP 6: PUBLISH & DISPLAY If you have a computer program or app that you’d prefer 
to use, then instruct students to publish in that format  Alternatively, allow students to 
publish articles as Word documents using wraparound text  Then, put each section of 
the class’s newspaper on display   
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ZEITUNG! ARTICLE OUTLINE

MINI-UNIT (cont )

Topic:
Department:

Who is your audience?

Where does it take 
place?

When?

Why is it newsworthy?

Word Length:

Source List:
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NAME: _________________________

SYNTHESIS: READING MULTIPLE ARTICLES

Use this chart to gather related information from several articles about the Essential 
Question, a particular key idea, or a general topic 

Article 1 Article 2 Article 3 

Faces: Modern Austria © November/December 2016
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Meeting State and National Standards:  
   Core Instructional Concepts

The articles in this magazine provide a wealth of opportunities for meeting state and national 
instructional standards  The following pages contain charts listing Core Instructional Concepts 
for each of three curricular areas: English Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies  

USING THE STANDARDS CHARTS

ELA  
Corresponding CCSS anchor standards have been listed next to each item on the Core 
Instructional Concepts chart  To customize the chart, add your own grade, state, or district 
standards in the last column  Match the concepts and standards from the chart to the 
activities on each page of the Teacher’s Guide to complete your lesson plans 
 

SOCIAL STUDIES  
Content Concepts in each Article Guide are based on Dimension 2 of the CS Framework 
for Social Studies: Applying Disciplinary Concepts and Tools  Use the last column in the 
accompanying chart to correlate these concepts to your state or district standards 
 

SCIENCE  
Content Concepts in each Article Guide are drawn from the Three Dimensions of the Next 
Generation Science Standards  You will also find connections to these concepts within 
individual close-reading questions 
 

MATH  
Content Opportunities for math activities are provided in the Cross-Curricular extensions on 
each Article Guide page 

Appendix
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   CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
READING, LITERATURE, AND LANGUAGE ARTS

SKILLS AND CONCEPTS CCSS ANCHOR 
STANDARD

CORRESPONDING 
STANDARD

KEY IDEAS AND DETAILS 

Read closely to determine what a text says explicitly. Reading 1

Make logical inferences to determine what the text communicates 

implicitly 
Reading 1

Cite specific textual evidence to support conclusions drawn from the 

text  
Reading 1

Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their 

development 
Reading 2

Summarize key supporting details and ideas. Reading 2

Analyze how individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over 

the course of a text  
Reading 3

CRAFT AND STRUCTURE  

Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text Reading 4

Determine technical, connotative, and figurative meanings. Reading 4

Analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone Reading 4

Analyze the structure of texts (sequence, cause/effect, compare/

contrast, problem/solution)
Reading 5

Recognize the genre, key elements, and characteristics of literary texts Reading 5

Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a 

text  
Reading 6

Analyze how an author’s style and tone affects meaning Reading 6

INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS

Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats  Reading 7

Identify and evaluate the argument and claims in a text Reading 8

Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics. Reading 9

WRITING
Write arguments to support claims, using valid reasoning and relevant 

and sufficient evidence  
Writing 1

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 

ideas and information clearly and accurately 
Writing 2

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events Writing 3

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 

reflection, and research 
Writing 9

Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects. Writing 10
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CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
SOCIAL STUDIES

C3 INQUIRY ARC 
DIMENSION 2: APPLYING DISCIPLINARY CONCEPTS AND TOOLS

STATE OR 
DISTRICT 
STANDARD

CIVICS
Analyze the origins, functions, and structure of different governments and the origins and 

purposes of laws and key constitutional provisions 

Summarize core civic virtues and democratic principles.

Evaluate policies intended to address social issues 

ECONOMICS

Evaluate the benefits and costs of individual economic choices.

Analyze economic incentives, including those that cause people and businesses to specialize 

and trade 

Explain the importance of resources (i e  labor, human capital, physical capital, natural 

resources) in methods of economic production.

Explain the functions of money in a market economy 

Explain the importance of competition in a market economy 

Apply economic concepts (i e  interest rate, inflation, supply and demand) and theories of how 

individual and government actions affect the production of goods and services.

Analyze economic patterns, including activity and interactions between and within nations 

GEOGRAPHY
Construct and use maps and other graphic representations (i e  images, photographs, etc ) of 

different places 

Explain cultural influences on the way people live and modify and adapt to their environments 

Analyze places, including their physical, cultural and environmental characteristics and how 

they change over time 

Analyze movement of people, goods, and ideas.

Analyze regions, including how they relate to one another and the world as a whole from a 

political, economic, historical, and geographic perspective 

HISTORY
Interpret historical context to understand relationships among historical events or 

developments. 

Evaluate historical events and developments to identify them as examples of historical change 

and/or continuity.

Analyze perspectives, including factors that influence why and how individuals and groups 

develop different ones 

Evaluate historical sources, including their reliability, relevancy, utility, and limitations 

Analyze causes and effects, both intended and unintended, of historical developments 
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CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
SCIENCE

DIMENSION 2: CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS

Dimension 2 provides an organizational schema for integrating and interrelating knowledge from different science 

domains  The eight NGSS Crosscutting Concepts are as follows:

• Patterns

• Similarity and Diversity

• Cause and Effect

• Scale, Proportion, and Quantity

• Systems and System Models

• Energy and Matter

• Structure and Function

• Stability and Change

DIMENSION 3: DIMENSIONS AND DISCIPLINARY CORE IDEAS

Dimension 3 presents a contained set of Disciplinary Core Ideas to support deeper understanding and application of 

content  The following chart details Core Ideas for curriculum, instructional content, and assessments within four domains 

LIFE SCIENCE PHYSICAL SCIENCE EARTH SCIENCE SPACE SYSTEMS
• Structure and  

Function of  
Living Things

• Life Cycles and  
Stages

• Reproduction & 
Inherited Traits

• Animals

• Plants

• Forces and  
Interactions

• Energy

• Light

• Sound

• Electricity/  
Magnetism

• Matter

• Waves

• Heat

• Chemistry

• Information  
Processing

• Weather

• Climate

• Rocks & Soil

• Erosion and 
Weathering

• Landforms

• Water

• Oceans

• History of Earth

• Plate Tectonics

• Volcanoes, 
Earthquakes,  
and Tsunamis

• Solar System

• Planets

• Moon

• Sun

DIMENSION 1: SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PRACTICES

Dimension 1 focuses on the practice of science, and how knowledge is continually adapted based on new findings  

The eight practices of the K-12 Science and Engineering Curriculum are as follows:

• Asking questions (for science) and defining 

problems (for engineering)

• Developing and using models

• Planning and carrying out investigations

• Analyzing and interpreting data

• Using mathematics and computational thinking

• Constructing explanations (for science) and designing 

solutions (for engineering)

• Engaging in argument from evidence

• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information


